CALL FOR PAPERS

ISC 2018 INDIA is an open opportunity for all creative participants to flourish their ideology concerning the healthcare domain. The conference concentrates on motivating the young minds and guides them on entrepreneurship. This proposed conference is expected to provide a platform for young minds to bridge the gap between academia and healthcare industry.

TOPICS

• Signal and image processing
• Tissue engineering
• Rehabilitation and neural engineering
• Big data and IoT for medical applications
• Biomedical instrumentation
• WBAN
• Biosensors

Neuroscience and mental health
• Telemedicine and eHealth
• Clinical engineering
• Machine learning
• Biomaterial and biomechanics
• BioMEMS and Nanotechnology

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP

• AI & Deep Learning models in Healthcare
• Biomedical virtual instrumentation
• Medical IoT
• 3D Printing

EXHIBITION & DEMO OPPORTUNITIES

The conference exhibit area will facilitate start-up’s, company or organization with the opportunity to showcase their latest innovations, equipment's, products, services, books, journals, and publications to attendees from around the world.

Conference website: https://isc.embs.org/2018india/